THE NORDIC CAPACITY CALCULATION
METHODOLOGY PROJECT
The Nordic TSOs have submitted their common Nordic Capacity Calculation
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Methodology (CCM) for the Nordic Capacity Calculation Region to the NRAs
on September 15, 2017. The main driver for the Nordic TSOs to develop a
common methodology is the Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/1222 of 24
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October 11 2017,

July 2015 establishing a guideline on capacity allocation and congestion
management (CACM). The proposal is the following.
For the Day Ahead timeframe: The Nordic TSOs propose to implement a
flow-based capacity calculation approach for the Day Ahead Market
timeframe

Clarion hotel,

For the Intraday timeframe: As the long-term solution, the Nordic TSOs

Copenhagen airport

propose to implement a flow-based approach for the intraday timeframe, as
soon as the intraday market platform is technically able to utilize flow-based
capacities. As an interim solution, the Nordic TSOs propose to implement a

Stakeholder Forum
(all are welcome!)


coordinated net transmission capacity approach for the intraday market
timeframe.

December 11 2017

The Nordic TSOs would like to thank all the stakeholders for their efforts, and

Clarion hotel,

the valuable comments provided during the two consultation rounds (the

Copenhagen airport

first on the explanatory document, the second on the legal document). The
responses that the Nordic TSOs received in those two consultation rounds
are embedded in annexes of the explanatory document. In these annexes, it
is indicated whether the Nordic TSOs have taken the comment into account
either in the explanatory or the legal document and,

If the comment is not taken into account in the explanatory or legal
document, a reasoning why

When the comment is taken into account in the explanatory or legal
document, an explanation how the comment is reflected and where

Where can you find the final CCM proposal?
The Nordic Capacity Calculation Methodology (CCM), as submitted to the
NRAs on September 15, can be found on the Nordic Stakeholder Information
Platform. The stakeholder information platform is hosted by the Nordic RSC,
and can be found at the following link: http://nordic-rsc.net/ccm/
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One of the key concerns expressed by the stakeholders, is the transparency
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linked to the FB capacity calculation methodology. The Nordic TSOs
subscribe that transparency on the capacity calculation is key for the market
participants to understand and anticipate the price formation.
The Nordic TSOs would like to take up the dialogue with the stakeholders on
this topic. Indeed, this will be one of the main agenda items for the October
11 Stakeholder Group meeting, where the industry organizations, national
regulatory authorities, and power exchanges have nominated
representatives that meet and discuss issues together with representatives
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from the project. In this meeting, the Nordic TSOs would like to give the
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floor to the stakeholders to explain what are their needs (in terms of
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transparency in a FB future), why it is needed, and how the implementation
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of FB changes these needs (or not).
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As a starting point for this dialogue, the Nordic TSOs shared an example of a
stakeholder information tool, and the FB capacity calculation and allocation
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results, as presented in the explanatory document, on the stakeholder
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information platform, hosted by the Nordic RSC: http://nordic-
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rsc.net/simulation-results/
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We would be happy to receive your feedback on those elements!

Questions or remarks?
In case of questions or remarks, we invite you to send an email to:
CCM@nordic-rsc.net.
Of course you can approach one of the TSO representatives, mentioned in
the banner of this newsletter, as well.

